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		   Motivation/Purpose
For millennia, we’ve thought of musical composition as a purely human skill.  However, with computers could this skill be replicated with the correct tool or algorithm?  We once thought of chess as a purely human activity until Deep Blue in 1995, perhaps computers could replicate other high-level human activities.
			 Cellular Automata
Cellular Automata are grid systems that use a simple rule to take on interesting patterns from random initial conditions through multiple time steps.
Game Of Life CA:




Rule: “Born” if cell has 3 neighbors,  Cell stays alive if surrounded by 2 or 3 neighbors.  Otherwise, cell is dead.
Intriguing Aspects of CAs:
Ability to create order from chaos
Near-infinite potential for behavior
Temporal Nature
(Music is patterns of sounds over time)

  Cellular Automata and Music
The specific problem we attempted to tackle was creating a translation between CAs and music that follows music theory as close as possible.  Some musical attributes to consider include:  
Melody, Rhythm, Song Structure, Key/Scale, and Note Duration.   We decided to separate these attributes into separate CA layers instead of finding one CA that fits all.
					  Method
For an example let’s create a song, with AntiLife (B0123478/S1234678).  This will be  a 4 bar snippet with 50 melody iterations
Melody Layer:


50 iterations with a random initial condition. This layer’s information is incomplete.  To know what notes are played we need the scale and duration layers   
Scale Layer:


After 1500 iterations. The color that represents state 10 has permeated throughout, state 10 represents the E flat Major Scale. Scale and Duration Layers are Voter CA’s.
Duration Layer:


The smallest note duration is 1/16, so 1 horizontally grouped note in the melody layer is a 1/16 note.  Horizontal groups increase duration by 1/16 based on number of cells.  Duration layer determines whether these groups will be separated or if they will stay in the single long note.  The program used to model these CA’s is called Golly, while the translator was written in Perl using a module called MIDI Perl 0.82   




http://www.stephenwolfram.com/publications/articles/ca/83-cellular/2/text.html

Results





        Overall, our results didn’t show
        that our songs matched real          	 human-composed songs, but    	  	 some rules did perform   	  	 	 significantly better than the 	random tracks we created.
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